
Srengths Challenges Other Thoughts

Assume by option and neighborhood you also 

intend to include cluster team and other hybrids in 

this

Yes, start as soon as possible!  Claremont is 

waaayyyyy too overcrowded.

Students already attending a school should be 

able to finish our their entire education years at 

that school.  It should only apply for new incoming 

class and subsequent years.

Siblings of students after the 2018 change.

The phase in should be significantly farther 

out in the future, to allow families and 

neighborhoods times to adjust.

None This is too soon.  Not enough time for 

families to move to a different 

neighborhood to get their kids into the 

schools they want to attend.

Please bump the dates out 3 more years to give 

families time to move into their desired school 

boundaries after the policies change.

Bad

too soon epecially when families live in area they 

live in with long term of perspective for their 

children to attend the schools they moved into with 

the options that are currently available.

Yes.  Do not make any changes until after the 

2017/2018 school year.

The proposed changes

• Will not apply to students already attending an option school as of June 2018.

• Will apply to students seeking

 - admissions to an option school OR a transfer to another neighborhood school

 - Effective for 2018-19 and subsequent school years
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I agree that children already admitted to 

programs should be grandfathered and not 

moved based on this policy change.

ok

generally sounds good transition: please grandfather existing 

ASFS families, incl siblings, and provide 

transportation

Fine

none none seems fair

Students at ASFS must be grandfathered in and 

allow siblings to attend as well.

Limits application of proposed changes Eventually imposes proposed changes

Siblings of concurrently enrolled students should 

be grandfathered into the current school

Please do not make students change schools that 

they have been enrolled in thus far.

No issue on timing.

All current ASFS students & their siblings should 

be allowed to attend the school moving forward, 

not just given "preference"

ok

Would like additional clarification on what the 

status of  students enrolled at ASFS as of June 

2018 whose "home" schools are Jamestown and 

Taylor.

Grandfather all children and guarantee that 

they can remain at the school they are 

enrolled in as of June 2018.
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None As a parent I feel strongly that this change 

limits my choice and would essentially 

require my children to attend the 

neighborhood school which I do not 

support.

siblings must be gauranteed admisssion to 

the same school.

siblings must be gauranteed admisssion to the 

same school.

Please make sure all kids are able to stay at the 

school they are currently enrolled in. So not kick 

any child out.

? ? I don't understand how they target years are 

established. What is it based on?

Thank you and hallelujah. I have two kids in an 

option school, and I need to know I won't have to 

pull them out.

I would push it out more...and make major 

changes before it is adopted

fine

None.  You should grandfather in current 

students.

It would be highly disruptive to make 

students move from one crowded school to 

another crowded school just for the sake of 

policy symmetry.  Roll out the changes 

gradually so that parents have sufficient 

These changes would have a disparate effect on 

Science Focus because it is not located within its 

own neighborhood.  There are lots of students 

from the team schools that would be affected, and 

that is not fair.  It also would not serve the goal of 

We have to pick a start, and you are generous.  

But couldn't opening up transfers among 

there is no reason to not start a new 

admission policy right away; current 

Helpful for planning some schools stretched thin
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oppose proposal, APS in in too much of a 

hurry right now

slow down and ensure we are implementing 

effective programs and discontinuing non-

effective programs

make sure there is time to fully evaluate all of 

these proposals as there are a lot of proposals on 

the table and ensure transarency and accurate 

What happens to siblings?

That's fair


